Deep learning is a research hot topic in the field of machine learning. Real-value neural networks (Real NNs), especially deep real networks (DRNs), have been widely used in many research fields. In recent years, the deep complex networks (DCNs) and the deep quaternion networks (DQNs) have attracted more and more attentions. The octonion algebra, which is an extension of complex algebra and quaternion algebra, can provide more efficient and compact expression. This paper constructs a general framework of deep octonion networks (DONs) and provides the main building blocks of DONs such as octonion convolution, octonion batch normalization and octonion weight initialization; DONs are then used in image classification tasks for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 data sets. Compared with the DRNs, the DCNs, and the DQNs, the proposed DONs have better convergence and higher classification accuracy. The success of DONs is also explained by multi-task learning.
3）
The explanation of deep complex networks, deep quaternion networks, and deep octonion networks from the perspective of multi-task learning [73] [74] [75] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, octonion representation, its main properties and characteristics are briefly introduced. The architectural components needed to build deep octonion networks is described in Section 3. The classification performance of deep octonion networks is analyzed and also compared to the deep real networks, deep complex networks, and deep quaternion networks in Section 4. Then, Section 5 explains deep networks on these wider number domains from the perspective of multi-tasking learning. The conclusions are formulated in Section 6.
Octonion Representation
An octonion number x is a hypercomplex number, which is an extension of complex number and quaternion number, consists of one real part and seven imaginary parts: 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7
x x e x e x e x e x e x e x e x e O          (1) where O denotes the octonion number field, 
The above equation shows that the octonion multiplication is neither commutative nor associative. The multiplication tables of the imaginary units are also shown in Table 1 . x x e x e x e x e x e x e x e x e         .
The unit octonion of x O  is 
For a complete review of the properties of octonion, please refer to [43] .
Deep Octonion Networks
This section introduces the methods and the modules to construct the deep octonion networks, which include octonion internal representation method (Section 3.1), octonion convolution module (Section 3.2), octonion batch normalization module (Section 3.3), and octonion weight initialization method (Section 3.4).
Octonion internal representation method
The deep octonion networks are the octonion extension of the well-known deep real networks [25] , deep complex networks [65] and deep quaternion networks [67] . We represent the real part and seven imaginary parts of an octonion number as logically distinct real valued entities and simulate octonion arithmetic using real-valued arithmetic internally. If we assume that an octonion convolutional layer has N feature maps where N is divisible by 8, then, these feature maps can be split into 8 parts to form an octonion representation. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1 , we allocate the first N/8 feature maps to the real part and the remaining seven N/8 feature maps to the seven imaginary parts.
Octonion convolution module
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where * o and * denote octonion convolution and real convolution, respectively.
seven different imaginary parts of  , respectively. The implementation of octonion convolutional operation is shown in Fig. 2 , where
refer to eight parts of feature maps and , , , , , , ,
n refer to eight parts of kernels, and 
Octonion batch normalization module
Batch normalization [31] can accelerate deep network training by reducing internal covariate shift. It allows us to use much higher learning rates and be less careful about initialization. When applying the batch normalization to real numbers, it is sufficient to translate and scale these numbers such that their mean is zero and their variance is one. However, when applying the batch normalization to complex or quaternion numbers, it can not ensure equal variance in both the real and imaginary components. In order to overcome this problem, a whitening approach is used in [65, 67] , which scales the data by the square root of their variances along each principle components. In this section, we use the similar approach, but treating this problem as a "whitening" 8D vector problem.
Firstly, whitening is accomplished by multiplying the zero-centered data (x-E[x]) by the inverse square root of the covariance matrix V:
and In order to avoid calculating the   1  V , Eq. (7) can be computed as follows
where U is one of the matrices from the Cholesky decomposition of V -1 , and each item of the matrix U is shown in Appendix 2.
Secondly, the forward conduction formula of the octonion batch normalization layer is defined as
where
is a learned parameter with eight real parameters (one real part and seven imaginary parts) and 8 8
is also a learned parameter with only 36 independent real parameters, 
Similar to [65] and [67] , the diagonal of γ is initialized to 1/ 8 , the off diagonal terms of γ and all components of β are initialized to 0.
Octonion weight initialization method
Before starting to train the network, we need to initialize the parameters of the network. If the weights are initialized to the same value, the updated weights are the same which means that the network can't learn the features. For deep neural networks, such initialization will make deeper meaningless and will not match the effects of linear classifiers. Therefore, the initial weight value is close but not equal to 0, that is, we initialize the weights to a small value, which not only ensures the difference between the input and output, but also allows the model to converge stably and quickly. In view of this, we provide an initialization method for octonion weight.
First, the octonion weight
is expressed as a polar form:
where |Wo| is the magnitude, ψ is the octonion phase, Then, we want to get the variance of W o as follows
where |W o | follows an independent normal distribution of eight degrees of freedom (DOFs),
where f(x) is the probability density function 
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whose eight parts (one real part and seven imaginary parts) are all normally distributed, centered at zero, and independent.
Now we can see that the octonion weight initialization problem is now converted to initialize the octonion magnitude |Wo| and the octonion phase ψ. The phase initialization can be simply using the mean distribution between -π and π. The magnitude initialization is shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1.
The magnitude initialization can be implemented by using the Rayleigh distribution of σ, where
Proof.
The density function of eight parts of f(x) in (17) can be expressed as follows:
The length of f(x) can be expressed as 
and then the cumulative distribution function of length q can be expressed as:
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and using (12) and (13), we have The calculation of (23) 
Combining (16) and (24), and considering the probability density function f(x) is the derivative of the cumulative distribution function ( ; )
The proof of (25) is shown in Appendix 4.
With integration by parts and the L'Hôpital's rule, we obtain 
From (27), we can obtain (14).
Experimental Results and Discussion
Similar to the 110-layer deep real networks [25] , we design an octonion convolutional neural network named deep octonion networks, whose schematic diagram are shown in Fig. 3 . Then we performed the image classification tasks of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [66] to verify the validity of the proposed deep octonion networks. The following experiment is implemented using Keras (Tensorflow as backend) on a PC machine, which sets up Ubuntu 16.04 operating system and has an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU with speed of 3.40 GHz and 64 GB RAM, and has also two NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080-Ti GPUs.
Models configurations

Octonion input construction
Since the images in datasets of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are real-valued, however, the input of the proposed deep octonion networks needs to be octonion matrix, which we should to be obtained first. The octonion has one real part and seven imaginary parts, we put the original N training real images into the real part, and similar to [65] and [67] , the seven imaginary parts of octonion matrix are obtained by performing a single real-valued residual block ( BN ReLU Conv BN ReLU Conv      ) [25] 7 times at the same time. Then, the 8 vectors are connected according to a given axis to form a brand new octonion vector.
The structure of deep octonion networks
The OctonionConv OctonionBN ReLU   operation is performed on the obtained octonion input, where
OctonionConv denotes the octonion convolution module shown in section 3.2 and OctonionBN denotes the octonion batch normalization module shown in section 3.3. Then the octonion output is sent to the next three stages. In each stage, there are several residual blocks with double convolution layers. The characteristics of the three stages are the same, and the number is progressively layer by layer to ensure the expressive ability of the output features. To speed up the training, the following layer is an AveragePooling2D layer, which is then followed by a fully connected layer called Dense to classify the input. The deep octonion network model sets the number of residual blocks in the three stages to 10, 9, and 9, respectively, and the number of convolution filters is set to 32, 64, and 128. The batch size is set to 64.
The training of deep octonion networks
Deep octonion networks are then compiled, the cross entropy loss function and the stochastic gradient descent method are chosen for training the model. Set the Nesterov Momentum to 0.9 in the back propagation of stochastic gradient descent to increase the stability and speed up the best advantage of reaching the global. The learning rate is shown in Table 2 . Using a custom learning rate schedule, different learning rates are used in different epochs. Here, the learning rate from 0 to 80 epoch is divided into three stages. The first 20 epochs are preheated at a learning rate of 0.01, and the middle 40 epochs increase the learning rate by ten times. The latter 20 epoch will restore to 0.01. The learning rate from 80 epochs is set to make the network more stable. The deep octonion networks are trained 120 epochs, which are less than 200 epochs in [65] and [67] , because the convergence speed of the deep octonion networks is higher than the deep real networks [25] , deep complex networks [65] , and deep quaternion networks [67] .
Experimental results and analysis
There are two methods for choosing the learning rate. One is to have the same learning rate during training which is called "smooth" learning rate (blue line in Fig. 4) , and the other is to adjust the learning rate during training which is called "convex" learning rate (red line in Fig. 4 ). Experiments show that the "convex" learning rate setting from epoch 0 to epoch 80 is better than the "smooth" learning rate. Although the accuracy will fluctuate during the 20 to 60 epochs, the accuracy will increase slightly in the next 20 epochs. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, the "convex" learning rate was used for scheduling. The accuracy of the deep octonion networks, deep complex networks [65] , and deep quaternion networks [67] in the first 20 epochs are compared in Fig. 5 , from which we can see that the proposed deep octonion networks are better than other compared deep networks. Besides, the deep octonion networks have less learning parameters than other compared deep networks as shown in Table 3 .
For the classification tasks of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100: Firstly, we use the 10-fold cross-validation method, that is, we divide the data set into ten parts, and take nine parts as training data and one part as testing data, and then the Top-1 error rate is obtained by averaging the 10 results. Secondly, the 10-fold cross-validation are performed 10 times, and the mean value is obtained as an estimation of the Top-1 error rate of the algorithm. Table 3 shows the Top-1 error rate of the deep octonion networks, deep real networks [25] , deep complex networks [65] , and deep quaternion networks [67] on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. It can be seen from the Table 3 that the deep octonion networks can achieve lower error rate than other compared deep networks and the advantage becomes more apparent when there are more classes to be classified. From the second column of the Table 3 , we can see that compared with deep quaternion networks [67] , the improvement of the deep octonion networks is not significant, improved relatively 1.7%. However, as shown in the third column of Table 3 , when the number of classes increases, the proposed deep octonion networks improve relatively 5.4% when compared to deep quaternion networks [67] . This also implies the deep octonion networks have better generalization ability than other compared deep networks. The phenomenon is also explained by the multi-tasking learning in the next section.
Explanation of deep octonion networks via multi-task learning
In Machine Learning, the standard algorithm is to learn one task at a time, we generally train a single model or an ensemble of models to perform our desired task and the output of the system is real. When face the complex learning problems, traditional methods chose a similar approach. Firstly, decompose the complex learning problems into simple and independent sub-problems, and then study each sub-problem separately. Finally, establish the mathematical model of complex problems by combining the sub-problem learning results. These operations seem reasonable but not accurate, for the reason that many problems in the real world cannot be decomposed into an independent sub-problem, the rich interrelated information contained between the problems cannot be ignored. Even if it can be decomposed, the sub-problems are interrelated, and connected by sharing factors or share representation. In order to solve this problem, multi-tasking learning (MTL) was born [73] . It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the learning between the tasks is independent of each other in the single-task learning ( Fig. 6(a) ). In multi-task learning, parameters between multiple tasks are shared (Figure 6(b) ). In the context of deep learning, multi-task learning is typically done with either hard or soft parameter sharing of hidden layers [74] . Figure 6 (b) and 6(c) present the multi-task learning mode of hard parameter sharing, we refer to the structure between the input layer and the output layer as the shared layer. Hard parameter sharing is the most commonly used approach to MTL in neural networks and greatly reduces the risk of overfitting [74] . It has been demonstrated in [75] that the risk of overfitting the shared parameters is smaller than overfitting the specific parameters for each task. What's more, regard the number of tasks as N, a larger N means that the more tasks are learned simultaneously, the more the model can find a representation that captures all tasks, and the less likely the original task is to overfitting. This also explains that the performance can be improved when the relationships between convolution kernels are modeled by complex algebra, quaternion algebra, and also octonion algebra and why deep neural networks can achieve better results on octonion domains.
Thinking of DONs as a specific MTL. The neural network can help the hidden layer to escape local minimum values through the interaction between different tasks while learning. When learning a Main task, the part that is not relevant to the task acts as noise during the learning process. As different tasks have different noise patterns, a model that learns multi tasks simultaneously is able to learn more general representations [74] . Regard the first of the eight tasks of DONs as the main task, and the last seven as auxiliary tasks, it can improve the learning rate of shared representation, reduce network over-fitting, and improve generalization effect by multi-tasks parallel learning. The more similar two tasks benefit more in multi-task learning.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed deep octonion networks (DONs) as an extension of DRNs, the DCNs, and the DQNs. The main building blocks of DONs are also given, such as octonion convolution, octonion batch normalization, and octonion weight initialization. DONs are applied to the image classification tasks of CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 to verify the validity of the octonion network. Experiments showed that compared with the DRNs, the DCNs, and the DQNs, the proposed DONs have better convergence, less parameters, and higher classification accuracy. The success of DONs is also explained through multi-task learning. Table 2 The learning rate (%) of octonion convolution neural network.
Epoch Learning-rate (0 , 20) 0.01 (20, 60) 0.1 (60, 80) 0.01 (80,110) 0.001 (110, 120) 0.0001 
